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Ramayana is one of the most popular epics in the world, having been translated
into various languages. It is a tale of Ram, the prince of Ayodhya, who was
banished to the forest for 14 years. To honour his father's word, he agreed to be
exiled without any murmur or rancour. In the forest, Ram, his wife Sita and his
brother Lakshman met saints, new friends and strange foes. Each day brought new
adventures. But their spartan, yet happy life was spoilt when Ravan of Lanka, the
king of demons, abducted Sita. To rescue her, Ram enlisted the help of the vanar
sena (monkey army) of Hanuman. In that battle many heroes died and new ones
had come alive. The book Ramayana Tales for Children is a compilation of 40 onepage stories for children. Language used is plain and simple. Each story unfolds
the way original epic proceeds. Long details have been dispensed with while
retaining the essence that children can easily grasp. The stories come with realistic
caricature based illustrations to retain interest of young readers. In this vividly told
vibrant version for children, the ancient epic unfolds many unpredictable twists
and turns. The traditional ingredients are all there - adventure and excitement,
love and war and an infinite number of stories within stories, as are the traditional
characters - monkeys, who cross a sea to lay floating bridge and also carry on their
finger life-giving herbs found only on a mountain, besides shape-changing demons
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and monsters of many varieties. The epic has been rendered traditional and
contemporary by the freshness and vitality of the author J.M.Mehta and exuberant
illustrations that retain the interest of children till the last.
This study traces the growth of the concept of divorce through the Dharmasastra,
custom, case-law and legislation with special reference to the interpretation of the
relevant provisions under the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, pointing out how the law
has influenced society and vice versa. The work is comparative and presents a
picture of the role played by English judicial precedent in Hindu law. For the legal
profession as well as the student of modern comparative law this book should
prove a valuable compact study.
Discover the Ramayana - one of India's most celebrated epics, and a story that
transcends time itself. The tale of Rama, the exiled prince of Ayodhya who battles
the evil Ravana, the king of Lanka, and rescues his abducted wife, Sita, is about
much more than the eternal battle of good versus evil. It is a tale of love,
friendship, loyalty, devotion, righteousness, and deliverance. Ramayana and Rama,
whose journey is told in the epic, are embedded in India's cultural consciousness,
but at the same time they transcend borders. Various versions of the Ramayana
can be found across the Indian subcontinent and in parts of southeast Asia.
Created in consultation with distinguished economist, scholar, and translator, Dr
Bibek Debroy, The Illustrated Ramayana draws from one of its earliest composers,
the celebrated sage and poet Valmiki. It uses a combination of text and stunning
images drawn from a variety of sources - from historic and contemporary artefacts,
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paintings, photographs, and performances - to tell Rama's story, as he walks the
path that destiny creates for him.
The Strengths and Bhava Analysis
A History of Rajasthan
Ramayana
Ancient Science of Vastu
The Daily Religious Practice of the Hindus
The Melody Eternal
It is the spring of 1939 in the age of anxiety. In months Europe will be Hitler's. And Badenheim, a
resort town vaguely in the orbit of Vienna, is preparing for its summer season. The vacationers arrive
as they always have, a sampling of Jewish middleclass life: the impresario Dr. Pappenheim, his
musicians, and their conductor; the gay Frau Tsauberblit; the historian Dr. Fussholdt and his much
younger wife; the 'readers, ' twins whose passion for Rilke is featured on their program; a child
prodigy; a commercial traveler; a rabbi. The list waxes as the summer wanes. To receive them in the
town are the pharmacist and his worried wife, the hotelier and his large staff, the pastry shop owner
and his irritable baker, Sally and Gertie (two quite respectable prostitutes), and, mysteriously, the bland
inspectors from the "Sanitation Department." The story unfolds as matter-of-factly as a Chekhov
play. The characters on stage are so deeply held by their defensive daily trivia that they manage to
misconstrue every signal of their fate. Finally, de facto prisoners in their familiar resort, the
vacationers, now increased by the forced crowding-in of other Jews hardly on vacation, take on the
lineaments of undefined disaster. The text builds a sense of foreboding in which each human detail is
so persuasive, so right in its fidelity to the terrible evasions of the time, that it leaves the reader
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transformed by what he and the author know must happen to Badenheim's people. Badenheim 1939
owes everything to its author's astonishing capacity to recreate the energies and confusions of innocent
and uncomprehending victims who, always loyal to civility and social graces, fail to even dimly see
thecruel terms of their imminent fate.
RAMAYANA TALESV&S Publishers
Hindu philosophical classic; includes Gåuòdhåarthadåipikåa commentary with English translation.
With the Annotation Gūḍhārtha-Dīpikā by Madhusūdana Sarasvati
The Illustrated Ramayana
The Final Teaching of Krishna
Gaṇeśapurāṇa
The Timeless Epic of Duty, Love, and Redemption
Happy And Harmonious Family
The Epic of Ram, Volume 5 relates the story's three middle episodes--Ram's
battles with demons, the kidnapping of his wife, and his alliance with a race of
marvelous monkeys--and climaxes in Hanuman's journey to the island of Lanka to
find Sita. This edition features the Avadhi text in the Devanagari script alongside
the English translation.
Classical work on Hindu astrology.
On Rama (Hindu deity).
Gītā-mādhurya
Bhavartha Bodhini
DISCOURSES ON SHRIMAD BHAGAVATA (Conto 9 to 12)
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Sundarakandam of Srimad Valmiki Ramayana
Gyan Ganga - English
Torvey Rāmāyaṇa

Widely read, The Bhagavad Gita is a classic of world spirituality while The
essential companion to The Bhagavad Gita, The Uddhava Gita has remained
overlooked. This new accessible and only English translation in print of The
Uddhava Gita offers a previously unexplored path to understanding Hinduism and
Krishna’s wisdom. Written centuries apart, the ideas of the two dialogues are
similar although their approach and contexts differ. The Bhagavad Gita is filled
with the urgency of battle while The Uddhava Gita takes place on the eve of
Krishna’s departure from the world. The Uddhava Gita offers the reader
philosophy, sublime poetry, practical guidance, and, ultimately, hope for a more
complete consciousness in which the life of the body better reflects the life of the
spirit.
Criticism of Bhagavadgītā in the form of questions and answers.
Mantreswar was the greatest astrologer of the 12th century from the South of
India. He compiled in Sanskrit the principles of Predictive Astrology propagated by
Maharshi Parashar, Jaimini and various other great astrologers in his famous
work Phaldeepika. This is one of the best books on Predictive Astrology. It
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includes the essence of Parashar, Jaimini and many more masters. Four hundred
and fifty Yogas of Bhavartha Ratnakar of Shri Ramanuja have been added to befit
the title Phaldeepika; Bhavartha Bodhini. The 28 chapters in the book cover
various topics: the characteristics, house divisions, strength of planets, career,
various yogas, raja yogas, marriage, children, longevity, periodic influence of
planets, the effect of transits and ashtakvargas. The 11th chapter exclusively
deals with the nativity of women; the 22nd chapter gives the interpretations and
calculation of the Kalachakra dashas. This English edition also includes many
horoscopes, tables and a glossary of Sanskrit and Hindi words. The language is
easy to understand and even beginners after studying this book for a few months
will be able to arrive at the right interpretations and timing of events.
The Ramayana of Valmiki (A condensed version of Valmiki’s epic)
The Concise Yoga Vasistha
The Life Changing Planets
, published by Manipal Universal Press
Valmiki Ramayan
Vedic Concept of God
Gayatri is the most renowned of the Vedic mantras. Addresses to
Savitr, symbolizing the Supreme Light of allLights, it forms part of a
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traditional Hindu sacraments. But in reality there is nothing Hindu
about it. A lofty prayer unmatched in its sublimity, it is as well a prayer
for the whole of humanity.
Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba has repeatedly emphasised that
Namasmarana is the best exercise to reinforce Prema (supreme love)
towards God. Bhagawan Baba explains further, "When the Name of the
Lord is remembered with all the glory that is associated with it, a great
flood of Ananda (Bliss) wells up in the mind. It is so easy in this Kali age
to win the grace of the Lord." Bhagawan has dwelt at length on
Namasmarana and Nama Sankirtan as a spiritual Sadhana for the
devotees, in His various discourses, right from the early years of His
Avatarhood. Nama Mahima is a compilation of Swami's message to the
devotees, dedicated at the Lotus Feet of Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai
Baba.
Shrimad Bhagavat is renowned as one of the greatest compositions in
Sanskrit Literature. The 18th Purana composed by Maharishi VedaVyasa, it stands unparalleled in its distinct and resplendent exaltation
of devotion to God, revealing throughout the quintessence of Vedantic
teachings. Masterfully profound and delightfully enchanting, Shrimad
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Bhagavat abounds in work-paintings of the supreme Lord's wondrous
and endearing avatars, divine sports and devotees - paintings that
kindle, intensity and establish devotion in one's heart. This spring of
devotion leads one to satsang, to the Guru and to teachings that unveil
one's essential nature of Brahman.
Music in Vālmīki's Rāmāyaṇa
Health and Hatha Yoga
Bana
Jyotish Ratnakar
Nama Mahima
Valmiki's Ramayana
Did you ever feel stuck in life? Everyone does, occasionally or all the
time! The solution is a personality update – an update that can
reboot you into a smarter version of yourself. But how? Just as
smartphones have smart apps, smart people have smart ‘Life-apps’.
Where do I download these life-apps from? Don’t worry – this book
shall be your one-stop app store where you will find 14 life-apps to
excel in all spheres of life- the life compass app to help you make
prudent decisions; the habits reprogramming app to rebuild your
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personality bit by bit; the time treasurer app to invest your time
wisely; the forgive to live app to heal and deal with emotional
injuries; the friendships forever app to build the truly unsinkable
ship of close friendships; and many more. These smart life-apps are
zipped in with relevant concepts, models, wisdom tales and
worksheets to enable faster assimilation and application. So why
wait? Make the smart move to read this book today and become the
Smarter You.
Rajasthan- the land of rajas and maharajas, forts and palaces,
deserts and ballads, the book covers a wide spectrum encompassing
the political, socio-culural and economic history of Rajasthan from
the earliest times up-to the middle of the twentieth century, in a
comprehensive yet easy- to- read text. A History of Rajasthan uses
various archival, epigraphical, numismatical, architectural,
archaeological and arthistory related information as well as the
traditional narratives and oral and written chronicles to provide a
general overview of the city
Valmiki's Ramayana, composed as early as 500 BCE, remains a story
that speaks to every generation and continues to enthral millions of
people in the Subcontinent and beyond.The noble prince Rama is
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exiled from Ayodhya on his stepmother's whim, and his loyal brother
Lakshmana and beautiful wife, Sita, follow him into the forest
despite the many dangers it holds. But when Sita is kidnapped by
Ravana, king of the rakshasas, Rama must go deep into himself to
find the physical and emotional resources he needs to rescue
her.Apart from exploring the fundamental human question of how to
be good, the Ramayana is also the story of a god who comes to earth
to establish righteousness. The tension between Rama's essentially
divine nature and his all too human trials makes this one of the
most compelling epics in world literature.
Phaldeepika
RAMAYANA TALES
The Uddhava Gita
The Bhagwat Gita
Ramayana, Medium
Badenheim Nineteen Thirty-nine

Hindu philosophical classic.
At the heart of peaceful coexistence in today's fissured world lies the family. It
is here that the individual first learns to interact with people, and picks up the
valuable trait of tolerance. For, as in the family, so too in the world outside, no
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two people are the same. Differences are inevitable, and to surmount them
tolerance is a must. It is this and other aspects of living happily and
harmoniously in a family and how these attitudes can be replicated in society
that Acharya Mahapragya discusses in this book. The subject is all the more
important today as the family is itself facing a crisis as it struggles to survive
against a rising tide of individuality and self-centredness. The Happy and
Harmonious Family provides a number of solutions to everyday familial
problems, and various practices of contemplative meditation which will enable
a reader to overcome negativity within the family. With its emphasis on timetested values and practical solutions, this book is a valuable guide to helping
shape a better life.
This book offers a translation of the seven thousand verses of the second book
of the medieval Hindu text, the Ganesa Purana, one of two Puranas dedicated
to the important elephant-headed god. In this book the reader is given many
narratives about Ganesas ascent to earth in order to kill demonic figures who
threaten to overthrow the correct world order. In addition, these narratives
contain myths about Ganesa's birth and family as well as some extended and
quite humorous myths about ideal devotees of the god.The translation is
preceded by a long introduction offering a geographical and historical context
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for the GanesaPurana. Following the translation are very extensive notes which
bring our points of philological interest, but focus mainly on the literary
structure of the text and the methods used to present the many myths and
narratives in a coherent and fully integrated manner.
Brihat Parasara hora sastra of Maharshi Parasara
The Epic of Ram, Volume 5
A Journey Into the World of Vedic Astrology
Kadambari
Tirumantiram - A Tamil Scriptural Classic
Your App Store for Success & Happiness
Tirumantiram is the seminal text of Saiva-Siddhanta which has produced a galaxy of saints and
has powerfully influenced the day-to-day life of millions in South Indiageneration after
generation. Its author Tirumular was according to legend a yogi who took compassion on a
herd of cattle that had lost their shepherd and entering the body of the shepherd by his yogic
power continued to look after the flock. So when we find in this great classic such splendid
gems as “”Anbe Sivam– God is Love — we realize that the great yogi preached only what he
lived. His fervent message that the ultimate Reality is One and all of us belong to the same
family has special relevance to us moderns who have lost our moorings of faith and and
arewandering between two worlds one dead the other powerless to be born. Apart from the
literary meritsTirumantiram blazes a number of spiritual trails any of which the aspirant can
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follow with the full confidence that the Goal Suprerme is within the reach.
Bana is among the three most important prose writers in classical Sanskrit, all of whom lived in
the late sixth and early seventh centuries AD. It is clear, from his writings, that his mind was
amazingly modern, humane and sensitive, especially for the seventh-century India in which he
lived. Bana had a healthy irreverence towards many of the established orthodoxies of his time
and his strength lies in his skill as a storyteller and as a creator of characters vibrant with life
and individuality. Kadambari is a lyrical prose romance that narrates the love story of
Kadambari, a Gandharva princess, and Chandrapida, a prince who is eventually revealed to be
the moon god. Acclaimed as a great literary work, it is replete with eloquent descriptions of
palaces, forests, mountains, gardens, sunrises and sunsets and love in separation and
fulfillment. Featuring an intriguing parrot-narrator, the story progresses as a delightful romantic
thriller played out in the magical realms between this world and the other, in which the earthly
and the divine blend in idyllic splendour.
Astronomically, the intersection points of the sun and moon – on their movements in the
celestial sphere – are called Rahu and Kethu. They are also called the north node and south
node. Rahu and Kethu are unimaginably huge dark shadows in space. During their transit,
when their shadow falls on any planet, that planet’s all-effects will be completely altered or
diverted by Rahu and Kethu. Rahu and Kethu are solely responsible for a beggar to become a
millionaire and a millionaire to become a beggar. This book elaborately discusses the effects of
Rahu and Kethu. In the horoscope, how Rahu and Kethu are positioned, how the planets and
the houses (Bhavas) are affected by them in the birth chart are all analysed in this book. How
and when the natives will be affected? To what extent they will be affected? It is because of the
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birth chart, the transit movement and the Dhasa Bhukthi of Rahu and Kethu? They are all
clearly explained in this book with many birth charts. Kindly read this book thoroughly, analyse
it with your known people’s horoscope, and experience the result. It will surely give you
goosebumps!
Saral Ramayan
Bhagavad-G?t?
The Bhagavadg?t?, Or, the Song Divine
Kr???kha??a
Rahu & Kethu
Tulsi Ramcharitmanas, Hindi Only Edition, Medium Font and Paper Size

The Concise Yoga Vasistha a clear, provocative summary of
one of the leading texts of Hinduism. Swami Venkatesananda
continues the long tradition of elaborating on and
clarifying the teachings of the sage Vasistha. It captures
the verve of the original text while eliminating needless
repetition. For the specialist, this book makes available a
handy guide to the original Sanskrit without sacrificing
philosophical depth. To the comparative religionist, it
provides an occasion for understanding how Hinduism has been
able to accommodate seemingly opposite schools of thought
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without giving way to the platitudes which mar many
syncretic movements.
This volume of the book covers two important aspects of
Jyotiṣa, strengths and Bhāva Analysis. The strength section
covers several forms of strength, including the Ṣaḍbala,
i.e., the six sources of strength, the Bhāvabala, the
Rāśibala. This includes few other forms of strengths such as
the Viṁśopaka Bala, Vaiśeṣikāñśa, Iṣṭa-Kaṣṭa Phala and the
Graha Raśmi. This should provide one with a comprehensive
understanding of the matters concerning strength. The
understanding of strength is highly significant because
strength is ubiquitous. One cannot examine a Kuṇḍalī without
considering the strength. We naturally use strength in the
form of Graha in Sva, Ucca, Mūlatrikoṇa, Nīca or Śatru Rāśi.
We use the strength granted by dṛṣṭi of Śubhagrahas or the
Grahas in Kendras etc. The strength section provides a
systematic method of dealing with various forms of strength.
I have tried to explain each of them with copious examples,
which I believe the seeker should find helpful. The
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following section provides a comprehensive method of judging
a Bhāva. Everything that we experience in life is grouped
into 12 different Bhāvas. If we take each Bhāva individually
and analyse them sequentially one after the other, we can be
assured that all aspects of the Kuṇḍalīs are covered.
Undoubtedly, the Bhāva assessment is a significant area of
Jyotiṣa. However, it is not easy. The results of a Bhāva is
affected by several factors, and one must adopt a systematic
approach to gain a comprehensive understanding of the Bhāva.
In this regard, Ācārya Mantreśvara provides a systematic
approach to analyse a Bhāva. They are a set of 31 rules
which are covered exhaustively.
The world’s greatest epic poem Valmikiramayana, composed
over 2,500 years ago, is loved by countless millions of men
and women of all religions. The present book is the first
condensed version in English of the most reliable version of
Valmikiramayana, the Critical Edition prepared by Baroda
Oriental Research Institute, India.
Inventory of Sanskrit Scholars
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With Sanskrit Text and English Translation
A Grammar of the Sanskrit Language
Valmiki Ramayana - Critical Essays
By Torvey Narahari (Kumara Valmiki) (A Work of 15th Century
A.D.)
This is the Devnagri Text of Ramcharitmanas composed by the medieval saint
Tulsidas. This is the smaller Edition of Ramcharitmanas, Original Devnagri Text
using smaller font and paper size. The entire text is formatted in two columns on
7"x10" paper size. This is only the Original Text in Hindi and has NO
Transliteration or Translation. For Original Text & Transliteration please buy:
"Ramcharitmanas: Original Text with Transliteration". For Original Text and
English Translation &Transliteration please buy: "Tulsi Ramayana--The Hindu
Bible".
Unveiling the enigmatic mysteries of Vāstu that have been hidden for centuries, this
book manifests Vāstu śāstra in its purest, unsullied and true form. From
characteristics and selection of land, sub-terrain faults, auspicious time, planetary
position, micro-cell energy, water reservoir, temple construction, entrance and
furniture consideration, to other scientific calculations, this book is a whole gamut
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of Vāstu śāstra. This pre-classical Scripture was spoken by Lord Vishwakarma
Himself. People from all walks of life can get transformative methods to make their
personal spaces, homes, offices, buildings, gardens more energetic. As Nicola Tesla
once quoted, “If you want to find the secrets of the Universe, think in terms of
energy, frequency, and vibration.” This book has it all, as this comes from the
wisdom and lineage of Sages.
Be the Smarter You: Your App Store for Success & Happiness
Gāyatrī
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